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APPENDIX  A: RELATIONSHIP MODELS 
OUTDATED RELATIONSHIP MODEL EVOLVING RELATIONSHIP MODEL

Qualities: static, limited individual expression, restric-
tive and highly defined roles and rules, resistance to 

change, stale, stagnant
Role Driven and Survival Based

Qualities: dynamic, expansive individual expression, 
renewing and re-creating, open to change, adaptable, 

co-creative, high vitality
Choice Driven and Self-Expression Based

BATTLE of the SEXES HARMONIOUS RELATIONSHIPS

Repetitive cycle based on stereotyped roles and 
behaviors resulting in disillusionment and limited 
evolution, competition for upper hand, disrupted lives, 
internal chaos, and loss of joy.  Conflict-driven. 

Mutually beneficial partnerships that value personal 
potential and self-expression, marked by compatibility 
in navigating through ebb and flow of life. Supportive, 
caring partnerships focused on peace of mind and joy.  
Cooperation-driven.

ROMANTIC FANTASY/CHEMISTRY ATTRACTION ROMANTIC REALITY/ENERGETIC COMPATIBILITY

induced and lust-driven attraction 

surface attributes and perceptions

and desirability

roles, (i.e. knight in shining armor rescues princess 
and they live happily “ever after”)

qualities predetermine standards of compatibility

will automatically follow chemical compatibility. 
(Divorce statistics prove otherwise) 

proposal (often under pressure from her)

Results in:
Limited available partner choices through hasty  
judgmental exclusion of candidates; unsustainable 
relationships.

feelings and essence compatibility between 
partners  

term compatibility factors  

stereotypes are viewed as caricatures

considerations take priority

takes precedence over external and surface qualities

 
desires, shared values, complementary lifestyles, 
and ways of handling conflict, intimacy, and  
communication)

 

Results in:
Expanded available partner choices through broader 
selection criteria based on energetic compatibility; 
sustainable relationships.
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DOMINANT/SUBMISSIVE ROLES EQUAL PARTNERSHIP  

 

another and actions viewed as a reflection on 
each other; one’s identity is impacted by the 
other’s behavior 

money does not increase submissive role’s power 

value

value placed on consistent and static routine

unmet needs and heal wounded self

Results in:

possessiveness, hostility, deterioration of relationship.

masculine qualities

expression; mutual agreement for expectations 
for each partner role 

not increase power or define value of provider

nurturer roles; monetary value attributed to 
nurturer role 

delegation of decisions 

other to achieve greatest potential

does not complete unmet needs or heal other 

Results in:
Mutual support and fulfillment, compatibility, harmony, 
co-creation.

OUTDATED WAY OF BEING/PERSPECTIVE EVOLVED WAY OF BEING/PERSPECTIVE

cynicism,  anger, struggle, violence, externally  
sought solutions, blame, complaining, alienation,  
purposeless,  boredom,  depression, conflicting  
co-existence, intolerance, resistant to self-awareness, 
personal growth and change, ensnared in repetitive, 
negative cycle.

Authentic, self-authority, self-determining, self-worth, 
self-accountable,  empathy,  intimacy, belonging, pur-
poseful, adaptable,  joyful, optimism,  non-judgmental, 
peaceful co-existence,  tolerance,  trust in self-dis-
covery process,  expansive potential,  acceptance of 
change, flow and positive attraction cycle.

In the above comparison, dominant/masculine is used to refer to the male partner and 
submissive/feminine refers to female partner.  However, dominant and submissive roles can 
be reversed between male and female and can also apply to same-sex partners resulting in the 
same dynamics.  © 2009 Brilliance MultiMedia


